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r. General summa&ry of work uoder- th,, granlt

The principal inivrstigator was fortuna.te in obtaiiiar

an excellent graduato sitkdent, Mr.. K. F, Klopferstein, to aid in

-the resear-ch under this gramnt.

Two papers were preparedi and subta'tted for publictic'i

as a result of this renearch; copies of~ these papers havo. bes,.-,

sent previously to AFOSR to be filed, Thee papers were entitl:,d-

11 ." 'On Singular Stturm-Liouville Eicienvalue Problems," and

L2 "Sturm-Liouville Syst,:'ma Tha't G,-3erate Families,,"

The title of the firs-", of these papers r-1) has been changed

to

3]"A Remark on Singular Sturm- .iotuville Differential Equotic'.&'

Vand has been accepted for publicaltion in the AMER!CAN MATt1EW'iAIIK'A*

- As yet no word has been received as to the fate of V

second of these papers [2] It wais -iubmitted foe- publication V-

the S IAM REV IEW.

2, Revie /f research pursued tinder the grant

The main portion of the ti~me under the present grant

was spent in examining Sturm-Liouvil(e systems for possibie flit

to use in approximationa usirt~i orthogonal function 8 It is knicrTn

r4, 5, 6) thst the eigenvalutis of a S uiriuie~se~ i

orthogonal over some intervo. [a, I< with renpec't to some uo

WX so, as a first area of exploration, it was decided to e,,.

amino in roore det',iI the move genoral typea of Sturm-Liouvill~a



t=

systems the'e aro.e in [6].

In aPproxirating tha tolutiois of differential equations

and inteqro-diffarential equations0 it is necessary to approxi.-

mate the various derivetives of a solution as well as the so-

lution itself. The functions studied in [2) were found to pos-

sess precisely the properties desired for approximating functioris.

A family of Sturm-Liouville systems is defined to be the

collection of Sturm-Liouville systems consisting of an equation

of the type

(I) py" + sy' + (q + A*'ir)y 0

with corresponding homogeneous boundary conditions of the fores

(2) Ay(a) + By'(0) 0

Cy(b) + Dy'(b) - 0

and fil Sturm-Liouville systems that can he obtained by repeats-ly

diffarentiating and integrating equation I and applying a par'

ticular set of boundary conditions of the form of equation 2 '*o

the same interval [a* h. In [2) the necessary and sufficient

conditions were determined for the coefficients in equation I

rind 2 so that "he system would generate a family,

The singular Sturm-Liouville differential equations in pcI-

ticular were discovered to provide fruitful results. It was

found that the only singular Sturm-Liouville differential e

quations that can generate families and which hove singularit io:

at both endpoints of the interval are the differential equatios,

of Hermite Jacobi, and Laquerre. Furthermore, these are tha only

Sturm-Liouville differential equations that have polynomial eiq.-.

functions and generate familieo



~ r~u{:cf tl'e !:r~ccjin,, as.;yJ, n paper- [31 de-
velIopod in which it was nhown1 that a Pv:8uI-: of Hahn [71 can h

derived by different mean~s thtan ho used.' 'n particular it was

shown that by relyinfi on the usual assumptinn that the weight

fuinction w(x) be positivo and integqrable over the interval of

orthogonal ity (a, b), then equation I is oQuivalent, up tooa

linear transform~ation of the ;indepondent va.-iable, to the differ-

ential equations cf lermilte, Jacob',, and Laquerre, under the neccn"s

sary and sufficiont conditiona deter-miined -.or that equaW:ion to

gener-ate a family, for the come ivi which equation I has singu-

Iaritos-at both endpoints of the interval [a, b].

t is hoped that tho resultr; of (2) and [3] will be useful

in the areas of approximation to he studied under the continu-

ation of the grant on 'Approxim~ations Il1sing Orthogonal Functions,"
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